TOMINTOUL LOOP

A scenic day trip loop, taking in Tomintoul and part of the famous Whisky Trail
visitscotland.com/cyclingroutes

(20.1 MILES, 32.4 KM)

ROUTE DETAILS

LEVEL Intermediate

DESCRIPTION This loop follows quiet, rolling tarmac roads, suitable for road, hybrid and touring style bikes

TIME 3 - 4 hours

VIEW POINTS / ATTRACTIONS

A GLENLIVET DISTILLERY
Ballindalloch AB37 9DB

B DRUMIN CASTLE
Ballindalloch AB37 9AN

C OLD BRIDGE OF LIVET
Glenlivet, AB37 9DB

D ‘THE STILL’ VIEWPOINT
Tomintoul, AB37 9HD

ROUTE PROFILE

Total Ascent 361m
Highest Point 402m
This circular day trip begins in Tomintoul, the highest village in the Highlands. The route follows the River Avon to Drumin Castle, a 14th century Tower House, before looping back to the start along a section of the world-famous ‘Whisky Trail’.

Dating back to 1824, the Glenlivet Distillery marks the halfway point. A range of tours are available, which can be booked in advance.

There is also a café on site to fuel you for the final leg of the journey back to Tomintoul, or visit the gift shop to pick up a sample of the famous local spirit to enjoy later.